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PROCESSING AND IMAGING OF MARINE SEISMIC DATA
FROM THE JEQUITINHONHA BASIN (BAHIA, BRAZIL)
Lourenildo W.B. Leite1 , J. Mann2 and Wildney W.S. Vieira1

ABSTRACT. The present study results from a consistent processing and imaging of marine seismic data from a set collected over sedimentary basins of the East
Brazilian Atlantic. Our general aim is first to subsidize geological interpretations with plausible subsurface images for oil and gas exploration. In second place, to
verify published schematic geological interpretation for these basins by underlying the sediment/basement contact, from where subvertical faults are projected upwards
through the basin followed by folded structures. The data-driven results can be used to trace the reflector boundaries in the time sections, submitted to time-to-depth
axis transformation, and to be used as a first model for further basin pressure prediction, where natural pumps necessarily develop for the mechanism of oil and gas
accumulation. The applied fundamental techniques are mainly based on the data-driven common reflection surface stack, where it is shown the improvement of the
signal-to-noise ratio, the lateral continuity of the reflection events, the resolution, and that time migration collapses the diffraction events. The CRS migration strongly
collapsed the diffraction events, allowing some subsurface structures be more evident. The free surface and some shallow internal multiples can be clearly traced for
further processing aiming at their attenuation. The interpretation lines are meant to show the geometry of selected reflectors, and to help comparing the results with other
similar sections. One can trace some subvertical fault systems starting from the lower part of the section (interpreted as the basement), and their extension upwards
through the sedimentary sequence.
Keywords: CRS stack, CRS migration, residual static correction, NIP wave tomography.

RESUMO. O presente artigo resulta de um processamento e imageamento consistentes de dados sı́smicos marinhos de levantamento realizado em bacias sedimentares do Atlântico do Nordeste brasileiro. Nossos objetivos gerais são em primeiro lugar subsidiar as interpretações geológicas com imagens plausı́veis do subsolo, e
voltadas à exploração de óleo e gás. Em segundo lugar, verificar as interpretações geológicas esquemáticas publicadas para estas bacias, para conferir o delineamento do
contato sedimento/embasamento, de onde falhas subvertical são projetadas através da bacia, seguidas de estruturas dobradas. Os resultados baseados em dados reais
podem ser usados para delinear interfaces refletoras contidas nas seções tempo, submetidos à transformação da coordenada tempo para profundidade, e que podem ser
usados posteriormente como um primeiro modelo para a predição de pressão em bacias sedimentares, onde se desenvolve um bombeamento natural necessário para a
acumulação de óleo e gás. As técnicas fundamentais aplicadas baseiam-se principalmente no denominado empilhamento de superfı́cie de reflexão comum, baseado em
dados observados, onde se mostra a evolução da relação sinal-ruı́do, da continuidade lateral dos eventos de reflexão, da resolução, e o colapso dos eventos de difração
nas seções de migração do tempo. A migração CRS colapsa fortemente os eventos de difração permitindo que algumas estruturas do subsolo sejam mais evidentes.
Múltiplas da superfı́cie livre, e algumas internas rasas, podem ser claramente traçadas para processamento adicional que visam a atenuação. As linhas de interpretação
traçadas visam mostrar a geometria dos refletores selecionados, e ajudar na comparação com outros resultados de seções semelhantes. Pode-se traçar um sistema
de falhas subvertical a partir da base inferior (interpretada como o embasamento) da seção escolhida como referência, e os seus prolongamentos através da sequência
sedimentar.
Palavras-chave: empilhamento CRS, migração CRS, correção estática residual, tomografia NIP.
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INTRODUCTION
Several authors, including Gomes et al. (2007), Heilmann et
al. (2007), Leite et al. (2008) and Minato et al. (2012), have
presented different case studies where the Common-ReflectionSurface (CRS) stack workflows have been applied to land datasets
to obtain better structural images, as the classical works of Trappe
et al. (2001) and Gierse et al. (2003). Due to the relevance of oil
exploration, the present work represents an extension of these efforts to marine data collected over a specific sedimentary basin.
The main steps of processing and imaging gave results that
clearly show improvement on the continuity of reflection events,
and an enhancement in the signal-to-noise ratio. Also, with the
free surface multiples enhanced, it becomes convenient to have
them underlined, and to apply further attenuation techniques.
Prior to the CRS processing, several tasks were performed beginning with the geometry setup, muting of bad shot and receiver
gathers, f-x and f-k filtering, semblance velocity analysis, multiple deconvolution.
Complex geological environments often pose severe difficulties for accurate imaging in time and depth domains, and even
more if combined with complicate near surface conditions. Under
such circumstances, where simple geometrical model assumptions may fail, it is of particular importance to extract (by parts) as
much information as possible directly from the measured data.
The CRS stack methodology, that started being described by
Müeller et al. (1998) and Mann (2002), among others, has become a powerful data-driven method for improving the zero-offset
(ZO) simulation of seismic data. Although topography can be directly considered during the stack process, it was not required for
the present data. For the 2D processing, every ZO sample is associated with three kinematic wavefield attributes which represent
useful by-products of the stacking process (Hubral, 1999). These
attributes have been applied to improve the stack itself, and to
support subsequent processing as described in Gamboa (2003)
and Koglin (2005), among others. Using the CRS attributes
for the transformation time-to-depth domains, an advanced data
processing workflow could be established, covering a broad
range of seismic reflection imaging issues in a consistent manner
(Duveneck, 2004).
NIP wave tomography takes part in the CRS technology as a
technique to obtain a depth velocity distribution based on curve
fitting between data and theoretical model for a number of ndata
observation points representing the parameters of the the Normal Incidence Point (NIP) wavefront at the surface, and picked
on the CRS stack section. The aim is to find a model defined on
a regular grid with velocity values vjk , that can to be used in
depth migration. The inversion process is classified as a typical

mixed-determined problem. The object function was constructed
as the deviation error between the observed and theoretical model
in the least-squares sense, with the addition of constraints in the
parameter model solution.
The marine data set for this case study was acquired for
petroleum exploration, and our theme was basin reevaluation
based on seismic reprocessing. We used non commercial software with the format established by Cohen & Stockwell (2005).
Cainelli & Mohriak (1999) and Mohriak et al. (2008) describe
the geological sedimentary basins of the passive continental shelf
of the Brazilian South Atlantic, where the rifts are directly related to the global tectonics of the opening of the Atlantic ocean.
The rifts are filled with sediments starting in the Jurassic, and
the presence of diabase intrusions and halogenic tectonics made
these structures complex. The scenario of these basins features
horsts, grabens, anticlines, synclines, flower structures, and dip
inversions. Transcurrent faulting is considered to have reactivated
local features that were developed in the rift stage. The stratigraphic scenario is divided into depositional sequences that reflect the geological evolution of the area.
METHODOLOGY
The simplified workflow adopted is summarized in Figure 1,
where the major steps follow Heilmann (2007).
The data set was offered in the form of non processed field
records, therefore a complete preprocessing stage was necessary
that is partially described in the sequel. To provide a first orientation regarding the main structural features present in the area,
idealized geological sections are published in sites and didactic
books.
The selected marine line has the following general information: date of acquisition, 1985; direction, SE-NW; length, 40 km;
shot points, 1578; time sampling interval, 4 ms; shot point and
receiver station spacings, 25 m; gun array and 120 hydrophone
groups were placed at 8 m depth.
The preprocessing consisted of 3 main parts: (1) geometry
setting; (2) zeroing bad traces; and (3) f-x and f-k filtering. The workflow was organized as an annotated sequence of
targets in a Makefile keeping detail reference information to ensure reproducibility of the results, and to emphasize the dependence of the processing on several steps with different parameter sets. Conventional imaging was applied involving the application of the following techniques: (4) velocity analysis; (5) NMO
stacking; (6) Kirchhoff time migration.
The original data was analyzed to locate noisy shot and receiver gathers, to look for dead traces, and all strongly corrupted
traces were zeroed.
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Figure 1 – Major steps of the data processing and imaging.

A trapezoidal band-pass f-x filter was applied, and designed
with corner frequencies of 10-20-40-60 Hz. Also, a f-k dip filter was designed and applied to suppress unwanted events outside the primaries reflection zone (Verschuur et al., 1992). The
decision for adopting filter parameters was based on the visual
analysis of the trace gathers, on the Fourier spectra, and on the
preliminary stack results that reinforced the importance of the
preprocessing stage.
Optimum linear prediction and spiking deconvolution filters
were tested and applied to attenuate ocean bottom multiples, and
to increase temporal resolution.
In all figure presentations an Automatic Gain Control (AGC)
was adopted, although other gains were tested, and applied with
a 0.5 s rectangular window width to reveal weak events.
CRS Stack Operator
Bernabini et al. (1987) describe several functionals that have
been proposed to evaluate quantitatively trace-to-trace correlation of measured data along a trajectory of a model function. In
the present case, aiming at describing the hyperbolic reflection
response of planar reflectors on a given CMP gather parametrized
by a stacking velocity value. The most common functionals measure the likeness of the corrected gather’s amplitude (u) based on
correlation of traces, and choices of normalization. The normalized 2D h − x semblance measure, S(t0 ; m), is composed as

an average given by:
S(t0 ; m) =
1
Nh

t=t
=xL
0 +δt xm



h=h
L

t=t0 −δt xm =xF

h=hF

t=t
=xL h=h
0 +δt xm


L

2
u[t(xm , h); t0 , m]
,

(1)

u2 [t(xm , h); t0 , m]

t=t0 −δt xm =xF h=hF

(0 ≤ S(t0 , m) ≤ 1).
S(t0 ; m) is function of t0 , given the parameter set m. The summation goes from a first h = hF to a last h = hL half-offset
with Nh points; from a midpoint xm ranging from xF to xL with
Nx points; and in a moving time window along the hyperbolic
trajectory, and specified by some δt. The measure S(t0 ; m)
takes values in the interval [0, 1], regardless of the absolute signal
amplitude, and it quantifies the uniformity of the signal polarity
across the NMO corrected gather amplitude u[t(x, h); t0, m].
In the NMO stack, the function S(t0 ; m) can also be interpreted
as the function to be optimized, from where an optimum value of
parameter stack, m, results.
Conventional velocity analysis is performed on commonmidpoint (CMP) gathers by approximating the two-way traveltime
t(h; t0 , v) of primary reflection arrivals from an interface by a
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second order hyperbolic model of the type:

(2h)2
;
t(h; t0 , v) ≈ t20 +
v2

(2)

to be considered as part of the Equation (1) for 1D to search for
the attribute m = v, where h stands for the half source-receiver
offset, t0 for the normal two-way traveltime at h = 0, and
v = vNMO denotes the normal moveout velocity. In the section
Results we show the NMO conventional stack based on a shown
velocity model, but still limited for interpretational use, and it is
to be compared with other similar figures.
The above law (2) is exact for a single horizontal reflector
with homogeneous overburden, and for the next level of complexity one can consider an ideal medium composed of multiple homogeneous, isotropic, layers with horizontal interfaces, an
the above law still constitutes a reasonably accurate approximation, as described by Ursin (1982). The criterion for expressing
quantitatively the degree of fitting between the model controlled
by the vNMO velocity value and the data usually involves a coherence measure such as S(t0 ; m). A typical algorithm for velocity
analysis in the h−t domain calculates at each point t0 the veloc
thyp (xm , h; m) ≈

t0 +

ity spectrum which consists of a coherence value for every vNMO
within a given search range. In practice, often a simple 1D approximation is used to calculate the interval velocities of the medium
from the previously determined vNMO velocity distribution, where
the vNMO velocity is considered to approximate the root-meansquare (RMS) velocity vRMS , as described by Al-Chalabi (1992).
A figure is presented in section Results for a velocity model obtained by semblance velocity analysis.
Turning to a more realistic 3D subsurface geological model,
one can be constructed with an inhomogeneous velocity distribution that can be smooth, or with discontinuities represented by
curved interfaces. Under such geometrical conditions, limitations
of the NMO correction physically emerges. But, the CRS stack
concept can take this more complex reflector geometry explicitly
into account, by extending the velocity analysis from a time-offset
to a time-offset-midpoint domain. Following Mann (2002), the
CRS stack operator is formulated for 2D and 3D models formed
by homogeneous and isotropic layers limited by arbitrarily curved
interfaces for the two-way traveltime of primary reflections based
on paraxial ray theory. Considering the 2D seismic with a flat
observation surface, the time operator is given by:

2 sin β0 (xm − x0 )
v0

This time function is to be considered as part of Equation (1), and adapted to the specific search for the attributes
m = (β0 , RNIP , RN) related to the central ray. The stack reference point is named P0 (x0 , t0 ), and it is assumed that the
velocity v0 is known, related to the upper layer, and around the
observation point x0 . The independent variables xm and h are
the midpoint coordinate and the half-offset, respectively.
The CRS stack operator (3) is constructed not to be explicitly dependent on a macro-velocity model in the x − t domain,
and it is employed in an automatic data-driven parameter search
based on the semblance. This operator is parametrized using two
hypothetical eigenwaves generating the Normal-Incidence-Point
(NIP) and the Normal (N) waves. The NIP wave is associated with
an exploding diffractor (or point source) at the NIP point of the
zero-offset ray, and reaches the surface at x0 with radius RNIP .
The N-wave is associated with the exploding reflector concept
around the NIP location, and generates the Normal wave which
reaches the surface at x0 with radius RN . The parameter β0 corresponds to the common emergence angle of the both wavefronts
at the observation point x0 .

2
+



2t0 cos2 β0 (xm − x0 )2
h2
.
+
v0
RN
RNIP

(3)

In the context of paraxial ray theory, a central ray is considered with normal incidence on the reflector at the NIP point. Furthermore, only primary events are taken into account. The central ray satisfies Snell’s law across the interfaces, and the wavefront curvatures of the NIP and N waves change according to the
refraction and transmission laws of curvature, as described by
Hubral & Krey (1980).
In practice, the algorithm requires CDP numbers, the source
coordinates xS , and the receiver coordinates xG . Their relationship to the xm and h coordinates are given by xm = (xG +
xS )/2 and h = (xG − xS )/2. The semblance parameter
analysis is performed along the stacking operator (3) spanned by
the coordinates h and xm according to Equation (1). The parameter vector m takes the elements m = (RNIP , RN , β0 ; v0 ),
where the elements (with v0 fixed) are searched for as an optimization problem with the semblance (1) as the object function, and the CRS operator (3) as the forward model. The multiparametric search is classified as a nonlinear problem; therefore, the optimization strategy would need a starting point, m(ini) ,
in the parameter space, and parameter sensitivity derivatives,
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or a controlled random search without derivatives. Müeller et
al. (1998) and Mann (2002) describe strategies for the parameter search basically performed in four steps.
Mann (2002) described the problem related to conflicting
dips in the stack sections, analyzed the dependence of vNMO on
β0 , and proposed a solution by detecting multiple values of β0 for
each contributing event, by adapting the original search strategy
of Müeller et al. (1998). Soleimani et al. (2009) also addresses the
conflicting dip problem by proposing a strategy that considers a
multitude of different values of β0 for each ZO sample, with the
forward model (3) under the condition RN = RNIP to improve the
continuity of reflection events and diffraction events, in a process
named common-diffraction-surface stack.
Several figures in the section Results show the main products of the full stack process, as for m = (RNIP , RN and β0 ),
where we call attention to the section textures and the similarity
of patterns.
CRS Mapping Migration
The first appearance of this method was in Mann et al. (2000),
where it considers that the CRS attributes can approximate the
(hypothetical) diffraction associated with a reflection event and,
therefore, a Kirchhoff-type migration operator.
The apex of the ZO diffraction response provides an approximation of the image location for time migration, and the principle is that ∂thyp (xm , h = 0)/∂xm = 0 for the ZO plane
h = 0, due to the symmetry considerations, to yield the apex
location given by:
xapex = x0 −

tapex =

RNIP t0 v0 sin β0
;
2RNIP sin2 β0 + t0 v0 cos2 β0

t0 3 v0 cos2 β0
.
2RNIP sin2 β0 + t0 v0 cos2 β0

(4)

(5)

This approximate ZO diffraction response can be parametrized in
terms of the apex location (xapex , tapex ) instead of the ZO location
(x0 ,t0 ):

4(x − xapex )2
,
(6)
thyp (x) = t2apex +
vc2
where


vc =

2v02 RNIP
.
2RNIP sin β0 + t0 v0 cos2 β0
2

(7)

This allows a summation along the approximate diffraction response, with the result assigned to its apex. Even more convenient, the already available stack value computed along the CRS
operator can be mapped to the apex (xapex , tapex ).

407

Residual Static Correction
Aiming at increasing resolution, the Residual Static Correction
(RSC) strategy has been applied under the concept of sourcereceiver displacements, and in terms of looking for better correlation between the ZO trace and the correspondent family traces
under small shifts. The result is only shown by its coherence map
in the figures shown in the sequel, where we compare with the
resolution of the other processes.
Koglin et al. (2006) describe the CRS-based RSC as an iterative process similar to the super-trace cross-correlation method
as presented by Ronen & Claerbout (1985). In this approach,
the cross-correlations are performed with the CRS supergathers consisting of all moveout corrected prestack traces within
the spatial stacking aperture, instead of being confined to individual CMP, common-shot, or common-receiver gathers. Due to
the spatial extent of the employed stacking operator, a supergather
contains several neighboring CMP gathers. For each considered
supergather centered around a particular ZO location, the moveout correction will, in general, be different. Since each prestack
trace is included in several different supergathers, it contributes
to more cross-correlations than in methods using only individual gathers. The cross-correlations of the stack pilot trace and the
moveout corrected prestack traces are summed up for each shot
and receiver location. This summation is performed for all supergathers contained in the specified target zone. The searched
for residual time shifts are then expected to be associated with
the locations of the maxima in the cross-correlation stacks, and
they are used to correct the prestack traces. The stack result
after RSC shows an improvement in resolution, and we present
in the Results.

Prestack Data Enhancement
As a next step aiming at increasing resolution (Bardan, 2005), the
concept of Prestack Data Enhancement (PDE) by interpolating new
CDPs based on the CRS stack operator and data-driven attributes,
as described by Baykulov & Gajewski (2007), has been integrated
into the processing workflow, and is shown in Figure 1.
The CRS-based interpolation constructs supergathers at prescribed positions xm , it results in better visual zero-offset
sections, and in a bigger spatial Nyquist frequency for aliasing spectral analysis. By increasing the number of trace the sig√
nal/noise ratio increases following the rule N , as described by
Sengbush (1983), and solving the aliasing problem, as described
by Bardan (2005).
Using the CRS attributes β0 and RNIP , the corresponding
time tpar obtained from the t0 is given by:
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⎛

2

2

h cos β0
t2par (xm , h) = ⎝−
+
v0 RNIP
⎛

+



h2 cos2 β0
v0 RNIP

2 cos2 β0 ⎝ h2 cos2 β0
−
+
v0
v0 RNIP



Depending on the quality of the data and on the acquisition
geometry, the lateral windows for stacking can be optimized in
the directions xm and h. In our examples the window sizes were
the same as chosen for the CRS stack. The stack results after PDE
showed more improvement in resolution than the RSC, where the
comparative measure is based on the semblance scale values,
and on the visual continuity of events, as shown in the figures
of the section Results.
Fresnel Volume
The Fresnel Volume (FV) concept (Kravtsov & Orlov, 1990) relates
to the region between the point source and the receiver, where the
wave field is affected by the geological structure around a central ray. Sheriff & Geldart (1995) and Cerveny (2001) describe the
geometry of Fresnel Zones (FZ), where the condition of zerooffset is emphasized, considering a monochromatic wave. The
main contribution of the reflected energy comes from the First
Fresnel Zone (FFZ) that has radius

1 
1
λz0 = vA τ /f,
R1 =
2
2
where z0 is the depth of the reflector, λ is the wavelength, vA
is the average velocity, τ is the traveltime reflector-receiver,
(τ = t/2), and f the frequency. The Fresnel Volume and Zone
are closely related, and Hubral (1999) describes the concept of
the Projected First Fresnel Zone (PFFZ) to the surface to represent an optimum aperture for stack.
Mann (2002) defines the PFFZ around an arbitrarily chosen
central ray as the difference between the diffraction, tD (x), and
reflection, tR (x), traveltimes from the source down to each point
on the reflector and up to the receiver, and that satisfies:
1
.
(9)
|tD (x) − tR (x)| ≤
2f
Using the parabolic approximation for the CRS operator, the
borders of the PFFZ are given by
1
|tD (xm − x0 , h) − tR (xm − x0 , h)| =
,
2f

2

⎞2

+ t2hyp (xm , h) +

h2 cos2 β0
v0 RNIP

2

2 sin β0
xm ⎠
v0

(8)

⎞
+ t2hyp (xm , h)⎠ ×

x2m
h2
+
RN
RNIP

.

with RN := RNIP for tD , and a simple solution is obtained:
 cos2 (β )(x − x )2
1

0
m
=
2f
v0

1
1
−
RN RNIP



.

(10)

This expression is offset independent, and solving for (xm −x0 )
yields an approximation for the PFFZ for the ZO configuration,
as given by:
1
WF
= |xm − x| =
2
cos(β0 )



v0
−

2f| R1
N

1 .
|
RNIP

(11)

This volume measure is illustrated in the section Results.

Conflicting Dips
For the conflicting event issue, it is expected that a t − x
stack and poorly migrated sections to display crossing events
characterized by different dips. The section should show continuity of the main and secondary events at the crossing, and not
an empty gap or discontinuities that are marked in the semblance
domain.
The main event is defined as related to the global coherence
maxima along a window in the t0 − vrms map, and the crossing events are taken as a secondary local maxima located within
a minimum distance from the main event.
Mann (2002) handles this case by determining additional
coherence maxima in the linear ZO stack, and presents a strategy
and β0(i) , (i = 1, 2, . . ., n),
to consider different values for R(i)
N
where n is the number of the considered searches for event
is percrossings for each ZO sample, and the search for R(i)
NIP
formed in the prestack common-shot and common-receiver data.
On the other hand, Soleimani et al. (2009) address the conflicting dip issue by considering a stack operator called CDS
(common diffraction surface) where RNIP = RN are substituted
by RCDS in Equation (3), and it is written in the form:
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thyp (xm , h; m) =

t0 +

2
2 sin β0
2t0 cos2 β0
(xm − x0 ) +
[(xm − x0 )2 + h2 ];
v0
v0 RCDS

where RCDS is searched for each β0 , with the latter being defined
on a user given grid.
The CRS sections here presented were obtained considering
up to three conflicting dip directions. Sometimes they are well resolved, and in some cases the crossing events show a discontinuation, what can be analyzed in the stack figures of section Results.
NIP Wave Tomography
The inversion of seismic reflection data is a typical nonlinear, multiparametric, mixed-determined problem. Therefore, the classical
solution is composed of at least two main parts: curve matching
and solution smoothness, as described by Tarantola (2005).
Duveneck (2004) gives the details of the NIP wave tomography as a technique to obtain a depth velocity distribution based
on nonlinear curve fitting between data and model for a number of
ndata observation points representing the NIP wave, as illustrated
in Figure 2. For the 2D case, the inversion input data is defined by:
di = (τ0 , M, p, x0)i ,

(i = 1, 2, . . . , ndata ),

(13)
t0
2

from picked points on the CRS stack section, where τ0 =
is
the one-way traveltime, and x0 = ξ0 is the ray emergence point
at the surface. For the curve matching process, the model quantities di are calculated by dynamic ray tracing.
The quantity
M=

∂ 2 t(x1 , x2 )
,
∂x1 ∂x2

(x1 = x = ξ, x2 = z),

(i = 1, 2, . . . , ndata )

m(v)
jk = vjk

(j = 1, 2, . . . , nx ;
k = 1, 2, . . . , nz );

(12)

where (x, z) are the spatial coordinates of the model grid points
with the spline velocity values vjk , and θx the vertical angle of
the unit vector normal to the reflector.
The strategy is that the deviations (Δd) between the input (dobs ) and model (dpre ) points be minimized in the leastsquares sense, and the fitting to only depend on the velocity model
changes as described by a fourth order B-spline in the form:
v(x, z) =

nx 
nz


vjk βj (x)βk (−z),

(15)

j=1 k=1

The object function of minimization is composed by a measure of fitness between observed and model data, and by the
solution smoothness, and it is written as:
S(m) =

1
1
ΔdT(m)C−1
εm(v)TDm(v). (16)
D Δd(m) +
2
2

The fitting process can be constructed via Taylor series, that
m ), in the
is applied to locally linearize the model function, f(m
neighborhood of m in the form:
f(m + Δm) ≈ f(m) + FΔm;
where F is the derivative matrix,
Fij =

∂fi
∂(τ0 , M, β0 , ξ)
,
=
∂mj
∂(x, z, θ, v)

calculated at the actual point m, and Δd(m) = d(obs) −
(pre)
f (m) . The iterative solution update has the form:
m(k+1) = m(k) + γΔm(k),

is the second order partial derivative of the traveltime with respect
to the ray centered space coordinates (x1, x2 ), also expressed by
Mi = (v0 R)−1
i , with v0 known, and Ri points taken from the
∂t
is the partial derivative
CRS RNIP section. The quantity p = ∂x
1
of the traveltime with respect to the ray centered space coordinate
(x1 ), and also related to pi = cosv0β0 , with β0 taken from the
CRS β0 section.
The aim of the inversion process is to find a subsurface velocity model, based on the observed data, and defined by the
following parameters:
= (x, z, θx)i
m(NIP)
i

409

(14)

where the γ factor controls the step size Δm of the k iteration.
The smoothness matrix D is positive definite, and ε weights
the contributions between the fit and smoothness terms. CD is
the data symmetric diagonal covariance matrix for non correlated
errors. Every point of Equation (16) has four types of data as in
Equation (13): traveltime, second order traveltime derivative, firstorder traveltime derivative, and spatial coordinates. Due to the
difference in scale quantities, it is necessary to choose adequate
scale factors to στ , σM , σp and σξ . After the problem construction, the parameter vector is given by:

T
m = m(NIP) m(v) .
Regularization is a central issue in NIP wave tomography, as in all geophysical inverse problems (Gupta, 2011),
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Figure 2 – Geometrical parameters of the tomography 2D model with respect to the NIP position.

and a more physically consistent concept is that the second order derivative operator, mT Dm, should have minimum length, since second derivatives represent a measure
of curvature, penalizing the roughness of the velocity model.
1
εm(v)T Dm(v) =
2

  
z

x

∂ 2 v(x, z)
εxx (x, z)
∂x2

where the integral expresses the weighted averaging process over
the roughness measure (second derivatives), and where v(x, z)
is given by Equation (15). This measure is useful around the borders of the model where information is scarce to constrain the
B-splines coefficients.
For the inversion process, it is necessary to calculate Fréchet
derivatives, Fij , for the modeled quantities di = (τ0 , M,
p, x0 )i with respect to the NIP model parameters (x, z, θx)NIP
and to the velocity model parameters vjk .
The forward modeling in the 2D case is performed with dynamic ray tracing in ray-centered coordinates ray by perturbation theory to calculate the model updates Δm = (Δx, Δz,
Δθx , Δv), from the data deviations Δd = (Δτ0 , ΔM,
Δp, Δx0 ).
Results of the inversion process, and follow up applications
are shown in the sequel.

The solution is therefore for smoothness, a condition necessary to assure the validity of the paraxial ray theory. For the
2D (x, z) case, the regularization term ( 21 εm(v)T Dm(v))
is resumed to the form:
2

∂ 2 v(x, z)
+ εzz (x, z)
∂z 2

2


+ εv (x, z) dxdz;
2

(17)

RESULTS
Figure 3 shows the NMO conventional stack-based on the velocity model of Figure 4 obtained by semblance velocity analysis,
and it still is limited for interpretational use.
Figure 5 shows the selected stack result, where lines can be
drawn to separate the section in two event types: an upper part
with subhorizontal reflector patterns; and a lower part with subvertical diffraction patterns. It is clear the complex seismicgeological structure of the section, but that it is a 2D seismic,
where lateral structures can participate as crossing events. Figure 5 is followed by the RNIP , RN and β0 attributes shown in
Figures 6, 7 and 8, that exhibit a consistent behavior in the figures for RN and β0 , that resemble the structured stack of Figure 5 and the coherence in Figure 19. Also, the consistency in
Figure 6 of the RNIP attribute that shows a systematic increase
with time.
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Figure 3 – Conventional NMO stack. Compared with the CRS Fresnel supergather stack of Figure 5. Notice the multiples
characterized by the shape and time with respect to the sea floor primary event.

Figure 4 – Smooth semblance velocity map for the conventional NMO stack (Fig. 3), and for the poststack Kirchhoff time migration (Fig. 11).

Figure 5

– CRS optimized supergather stack with the ZO aperture restricted to the attribute-based First Projected Fresnel

Zone. Compare with the conventional NMO stack of Figure 3, and with the CRS migration of Figure 10.
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Figure 6 – Radius RNIP section of the CRS Fresnel supergather stack.

Figure 7 – Radius RN section of the CRS Fresnel supergather stack.

Figure 8 – Angle β0 section of the CRS Fresnel supergather stack.
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Figure 9 – Velocity model vc without smoothing obtained directly from formula (7).

Figure 10 – CRS supergather time migration related to Figure 5, where the aperture was restricted to the attribute-based
First Projected Fresnel Zone. Compare with the Kirchhoff time migration of Figure 11.

Figure 9 shows the result for the velocity distribution vc of
the CRS migration mapping, where the palette indicates a consistent variation from 1500 to 3000 m/s, but with a noisy aspect, that
can be related in part to the parameter correlations.
Figure 10 shows the CRS mapping migration, that can be
compared mainly with the Kirchhoff time migration of Figure 11.
Figure 10 shows the evolution of the process, where some structures can be interpreted, but Figure 11 shows artifacts to be
resolved for.
The time velocity distribution of Figure 4 was transformed
into a velocity depth distribution using the Dix transform that
is shown in Figure 12. The correspondent depth migrated section is shown in Figure 13, that was obtained by controlling
the initial migration aperture from 100 m to 1000 m in the experiments, and a 300 m aperture was chosen for presentation.

This figure shows horizontal structural lines in the lower part
of the section.
To complement the results, it is important to analyze the
Fresnel Zone aperture as illustrated in Figure 14, that shows how
the aperture measure varies along the line and in time.
Figure 15 shows the obtained NIP wave tomography velocity
model, and Figure 16 the correspondent Kirchhoff depth migration using the aperture shown in Figure 14 (Silva, 2012).
Special attention goes to the coherence sections of Figures 17, 18 and 19 that we used to measure the development of
the processing using as reference the maximum values shown on
the color scales. The CRS supergather Fresnel optimized stack
were figures selected for discussions based on the quality improvement. Other figures presented are for completeness and
comparison, and we distributed them according to the processing
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Figure 11 – Poststack Kirchhoff vertical time migration obtained with the velocity model of Figure 4. Compare with the CRS migration of Figure 10.

Figure 12

– Semblance based depth velocity distribution for the poststack Kirchhoff depth migration (Fig. 13) obtained

from time-to-depth velocity transformation of Figure 4.

order. Figure 19 is used to identify locations with low coherence
values considered not to be associated with significant attributes
(RNIP , RN , β0 ). It is considered that subsurface structures be represented by clear patterns, and the better images associated with
stronger patterns of continuity and higher values of coherence.
DISCUSSIONS
In this part we call attention to the interpretation of the stack
and migration sections, where tracing lines may need some
geological-structural a priori information, and it is an interactive,
non-unique, interpretation process. Only an interactive forward
modeling, inversion and appraisal could serve as a measure estimation of the interpretational lines. Since the final aim of the
full processing is to obtain good migrated sections, the stack of
Figure 20, and the migration of Figure 21 are presented with the

superimposed interpretation lines, that serve to indicate the stability of the processing steps, and their potential use to underline
geological structures.
The stacks (Figs. 3 and 5) are compared to the time migration (Fig. 10), and they clearly show the water layer bottom followed by the response of the basin sediments with several reflection events with similar structural attitude. The basement is
not easily visualized (interpreted as the last red lines in the bottom of the sections), and the stack sections display the presence
of free surface and internal multiples, and diffraction events. The
CRS migration section is free from the strong diffraction patterns,
and show the collapsed diffraction points.
The kinematic wavefield attributes RNIP , RN, and β0 , (Figs. 6,
7 and 8) show their proper geometrical forms and trends limited by
the color scales. From the point of view of the optimization stack
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Figure 13 – Poststack Kirchhoff depth migration obtained with the semblance velocity model transformed to depth and presented in Figure 12.

Figure 14 – CRS Fresnel aperture as calculated by formula (11). Notice that it resembles the coherence sections (Figs. 17, 18 and 19).

Figure 15 – Depth velocity model obtained from NIP wave tomography inversion used for the migration result shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16 – Kirchhoff depth migration obtained with the velocity model from NIP wave tomography of Figure 15.

Figure 17 – Coherence section of the CRS Fresnel conventional stack showing a maximum value around S = 0.30.

Figure 18 – Coherence section of the CRS Fresnel residual static correction. Notice the different color scale with a maximum
value around S = 0.35 indicating a small increase with respect to Figure 17.
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Figure 19 – Coherence section of the CRS Fresnel optimized supergather stack (Fig. 5), where the color scale reaches a
maximum value around S = 0.51 indicating a larger increase with respect to Figure 17.

Figure 20 – The color lines were based on the stack and migration sections, and meant to separate the different seismic event patterns.

algorithm, the procedure should first point to a global maximum
of the coherence semblance function representing the most predominant events. Secondary semblance maxima can be presented
as other attribute sections, for the correspondent and significant
crossing events with conflicting dips.
For further analysis of Figures 20 and 21, it is important
that the maps have scale exaggeration, and a priori geological
information. From proper screen display, and details of the used
geological sections for the area, we can trace discontinuities,
anticlines and faults. Also, the lower-left part of the section of
Figure 21 would need more attention for structures to be better
recognized under the stack due to the strong diffraction events,
and the lower-right part due to the strong multiple events.
The original lines in Figure 20 were transferred to Figure 21
to verify relative changes on positions of the reflection events.

Comparing these figures in details, they show that there is almost
no shift between the interpretation lines for the horizontal events,
but consistent shift for the dipping events. From Figure 21 one can
see that the most prominent diffraction feature on the left-bottom
side collapsed, and some reflection events now appear. From this
observation, we can say that the stack operator maps well into the
time migration domain.
The main points for analysis and interpretation are related
to the basement structure, and to the superimposed sedimentary
sequence based on the lateral continuity of the reflection field,
on the resolution, and to the texture and frequency content in the
block divisions of the main stack and migration sections, that can
be used to interpret the geological contacts and units. As a first
conclusion, a diffraction-based stack should be applied to help
further the geological integration of these results.
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Figure 21 – The color lines were based on the stack and migration sections. The tracing shows consistent lateral continuation of the reflection events, and also vertical resolution by the separation of the main events.

Figure 22 – Kirchhoff depth migration of Figure 16 with structural interpretation lines, where we used also the information
from Figures 20 and 21. The contact sediment/basement/intrusions by the lowest red line, faults in green, reflectors in red
also, and multiples in blue. The background was changed to tones of gray for a different visualization.

The coherence measured through the color scales of Figures 17, 18 and 19 show a systematic increase of the process
as organized in the flowchart of Figure 1. These figures show the
improved resolution as indicated by the visual signal-to-noise ratio and reflector continuity. The interpretation lines intended to
separate the different patterns of the seismic events, where is
clear the strong geometrical correlation between coherence and
attribute sections.
We now turn to Figure 22 presented in gray scale, that has
a strong vertical exaggeration, and where the lines represent
another (almost independent) interpretation of the geological features. The interpretation is still based on figures for the basin
published in geological sites and academic books, and for an

idealized geological section, the contribution from this interpretation can be used.
The sedimentary section was interpreted based on reflections
with higher frequency content, and clear reflector lateral continuity as, for example, on the top and middle of Figure 22. The
basement response was interpreted based on the reflections with
lower frequency content, and with poor lateral continuity due to
the diffraction patterns. The traced red lines serve also to show
reflection depth intervals, that can laterally be homogeneous (see
top-left), or that can show lateral and vertical heterogeneities (see
center-right). The discontinuities are marked by green lines.
Elevations (intrusions and anticlines) are clear in the section,
mainly in the left part where we traced a high as representing
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the last reflector (theoretical basement). The blue lines are interpreted multiples based mainly on the form, because measuring
time needs a complementary model, and the aim are the primary
reflections crossing the multiples (conflicting dips).
It is clear the difficulty in tracing reflectors due to the strong
multiples present, and also for the multiple attenuation preserving
the primaries. The heavy diffraction events limited the tracing of
interpretation lines in the bottom-left part of the figure, that can be
compared to Figure 20.
CONCLUSIONS
The analysis directed to the conflicting dip problem indicates that
the main events still locally dominate the section in a consistent
form, and other strategies are welcome to bring better results, as
multiple attenuation.
Other general comments are directed to the sharp delineation
of reflections with the CRS stack process (stack and migration),
that can aim at the different applications. A future case is to create a geometrical model for the sedimentary sequence, where we
can keep the main features of the optimized stack and migrated
sections by mapping the time axis into a depth axis under a proposed and controlled velocity model function. With these clear
time reflection boundaries, we can trace depth reflector boundaries as a first geometrical-velocity model for use in the prediction of stress variation to locate low pressure zones that can act
as natural pumps for oil and gas accumulation (Sibiryakov et
al., 2013, 2015a, 2015b).
A basin reevaluation needs a good geometrically interactive
tracing of structures to provide a good basis for geological interpretation, and hopefully for a successful drilling.
This study served to reinforce perspectives and intentions on
research to further develop the method, like for the dip conflict,
the multiple definition and attenuation, velocity analysis, diffraction stack, and model building for sedimentary basin analysis.
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